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Mission statement of this Memo B: 
Led by the US SPL and the Supreme Court’s framework for drafting ETCIs ─ requiring testing them by increased  
rigor on a higher level of understanding  ETCIs’ needs ─ all other national SPLs (lagging years behind the US), 
will join this flavor of the SPL as there is no other way to get IPRs in ETCIs democratically under safe control.  
This US SPL’s rigor enables semi-automatically drafting/testing totally robust patent(application)s for ETCIs.     
This work shows why patent business is thus really facing the international groundbreaking shake-up of[9.b], 

ending-up ─ as historically any innovative paradigm shift ─ in increased social qualification and wealth.  
By the MBA framework’s ’refined claiming’ all ETCI patent(application)s may be drafted totally robust.[354] This Memo B 
shows how this is enabled, in any innovation-economy, by basing ETCIs’ specifications on their ‘inventive concepts’.  

I.  About this Memo B: The Supreme Court's “Inventive Concepts" in “Innovation-Economies” 1.a) 
This Memo B[355]  discusses the notion of ●‘inventive concept(s), inC(s)’, key for drafting/testing totally 
robust patent(application)s for ETCIs (= Emerging Technology Claimed Invention) by the Supreme Court’s 
MBA framework flavor of SPL (= Substantive Patent Law). Memo B has been prepared by Memo A[354], 
which already showed this inC notion’s potential as to ●’refined claiming’ and ‘patent eligibility, PE’. 
Memo C[356] will show: ●The empirical EPQI/MRFa) data collected by the USPTO, creates by the IES’sb) 
(semi-)automatic guidance the chance to dramatically accelerate proliferating/acquiring ‘refined claiming 
qualification’ to/by ETCIs’ inventors/investors/managers/licensees(ors)/examiners/judges/…. 

Section II of this Memo B focuses on this powerful notion of inC(s). Section III very briefly comments 
on 3 current statements by the patent community and their relations to totally robust patentsb). 

II.  The Supreme Court's “Inventive Concepts" for Drafting/Testing ETCIs’ Total Robustness 
Section II is an expanded excerpt from[334,353] of what a patent practitioner needs to know about the fun-
damental notion of ‘inventive concept(s)’ ─ indispensable for drafting a totally robust ETCI. 

II.1:  All SPL Notions for ETCIs are ‘inC-based’ ─ Alice’s PE Analysis, ETCIs’ Total Robustness, … 
Grasping inCs is achieved best by noticing that the “Alice transformation” of an nPE TT0c) into a PE ETCI 
by the Alice decision’s PE analysis is the inverse mapping of this PE ETCI by its test for satisfying SPL to this 
nPE TT0 ─ this mapping being defined by a trivial rewriting of[354/FIG2] so that its test4 determines its result 
(being this nPE TT0). For Meta(rationality)4.c), the Alice transformation and its inverse must hence be 
described by inCsII.9. It ●fencesd) TT0’s unlimited preemptivitye) in by the ETCI’s limited preemptivity, in that 
●the ETCI ties TT0 to an application of itself, which is ‘independent of TT0’ and ‘preserves TT0’s integrity’.  

NOTE: An inventive concept is a mental instrument capable of defining any detail of an ETCIf) ─ whereby all 
these notions are to be understood (meta)rationally4.c). 
                                                            
1 .a  Abbreviations/ideas/arguments from preceding memos, e.g.[300,301,353,343,…,354], are often not repeated, here, as assumed to be known. 
   In practice, no written brief or vocal presentation would use the complicated (as exact scientific) language of this memo to thus 

clarify the notion of “inventive concept” (introduced by the Supreme Court’s Mayo decision and confirmed by its Alice decision) and 
leverage it. Instead, simple and short sentences of the usual colloquial language and its shortcuts/abbreviations would be used there.  

  .b  The “Facts Screening/Transforming/Presenting, FSTP”[2] based ‘Innovation Expert System, IES’[9.b,350] uses vastly mathematized 
SPL, ETCIs, and SPL precedents. It is the worldwide sole (prototype of a) system, accessible from May on, enabling (semi-)automati-
cally and absolutely correctly representing/processing SPL, ETCIs and SPL precedents about hitherto complex US SPL issues. 

   FSTP-Technology and totally robust patents have been enabled by the Supreme Court’s SPL paradigm refinement by its MBA 
framework for ETCIs ─ for seriously incentivizing sustainable engagements in & investments into R&D for the US innovation-econo-
mies, in particular into bio-economies or fundamental infrastructure technologies, totally robust patents are probably indispensable. 

  .c ─ i.e. a TT0e) being an invention and embodying an exceptional inC3.h),II.8 rendering it unlimited preemptivec),4.d) or being unlimited preemptive 
without embodying an exceptional inC (in both cases causing TT0’s  being nPE, as it otherwise may jeopardize the NPS, as Mayo explains) ─ 

   This ‘outer shell’ PE approach2.b.2) to explain the notion of ETCIs’ inventive concept(s) is in line with an extension of JDE[314,331,332,334,320], 
both clearly striving for Rationality as defined by[354/2.h)], by its definition comprising consistency.  

  .d  in System Design[2] one would say: “The ETCI encapsulates by its li-pre TT0’s ul-pree) in that it ties TT0 to an application of itself, which … and  …”. 
  .e  An ETCIII.9 is called ‘unlimited preemptive, ul-pre’ iff its TT0 has an unpredictable & anytime unlimited expanding scopec),II.10; ●‘limi-

ted preemptive, li-pre’ iff its such TT0 (i.e. its unlimited preemptions) is(are) fenced in by tying it(them) to one of TT0’s applications 
not limiting & independent of ite); ●‘nonreally-preemptive, nr-pre’ iff no unlimited preemption exists4.d). 

   TT0’s ul-pre follows from its nPE ─ as if TT0 were li-pre, it can’t be nPE (as this required TT0 fails passing the FSTP-Test[345/FIG2] and 
hence is not an “invention”, whereby this term represents the meaning of a metarational generalization of the rational notion “ETCI”II.9). 4.d) 

  .f  The correctness of this cognition may be logically proven by assuming there were an ETCI and for it a truly finer description instrument 
(than its K independent E-crCs) disclosed by its specification, called ETCI’s K’>K ‘slides’, the logical conjunction of which models the 
ETCI’s total inventivityII.2. Then these K’ slides contradict the definition of the ETCI’s K E-crCs by their ‘nonrefinability axiom’3.e)/[320]. 
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II.2:      An ETCI’s inCs disclose ex- or implicitly by its patent specification its total inventivity.  
The “inC” is the groundbreaking and indispensable notion that enables refined claiming of an ETCI2.a). Its 
“total inventivity” and the latter’s KR are defined by logical conjunctions of certain such inCs resp. their 
crCsII.7-10, any crC being described on 1 of 3 different ETCI-specific levels of notional resolutionII.4/II.7.  

A patent specification may disclose for one of its ETCIs one or several sets of inCs alias different “com-
positions of inCs, COM(ETCI)s”II.5, each making up this ETCI’s total inventivityII.2, being for it a single 
or finitely many different descriptions, i.e. ‘interpretations’[354/3.a-h)] ─ all of them assumed to represent 
the same invention[6,7,45,142], i.e. the same ‘scope(ETCI)’II.9. Otherwise this ETCI is "indefinite"[354/3.a-h)].  

II.3:    An ETCI's COM(ETCI) enables its Meta(rationality)4.c) ─ its limitations don’t.       
Any inC of an ETCI defines metarationallyII.9,[354/2.h,320)] a model-based increment that contributes to this 
ETCI's total inventivityII.2, the logical conjunction of any of its COM(ETCI)s.  

This enables an ETCI's refined description by its inCs – in contrast to any of its classical descriptions by 
its limitationsa) – leading to several big advantages over the latter. One of them is that the description of 
an ETCI by its inCs is much more concise than the one by its limitations. Namely, considering both 
these descriptions as being two specifications of this ETCI, one immediately sees: The ETCI’s 
description by its inCs defines all necessary and sufficient requirements to be met by this ETCI, while the 
classical ETCI description by its limitations defines only the necessary requirements to be met[354,FIG1]. This 
would not be a problem if these necessary requirements were complete in the sense that they also dealt 
with exceptional inCs in an orderly manner ─ which they cannot do, as explained ina),II.1,[354/III].  

                                                            
2 .a An inC need not be quoted by the claim’s wording of an ETCI, if only the latter’s specification im- or explicitly discloses its meaning and 

the certainty that the latter is part of the ETCI’s total inventivity (see the CAFC’s DDR caseIII,[156,160]). This finishes the linguistically and 
logically age-old nonsense that “limitations must not be imported from a specification into a claim’s wording”: Any meaning association 
to a wording namely must be imported from this wording’s interpretation basis! In case of patents, this interpretation basis is quite 
generally the SPL as interpreted by the Supreme Court, the posc, and their specific specifications (resp. their inventors, too2.b.1)). 

 The higher degree of exactness/preciseness/completeness[354/2.a-h)] and scrutiny, indispensable in refined claiming[354/3.a-h)] of most 
ETCIs, is not only due to their invisibility/fictionality, hence necessarily being model-based for enabling these 3 attributes of ETCIs’ specifica-
tions/descriptions. It is also due to the ETCIs’ often being located in a vastly unknown environment. I.e.: Any ETCI embodies (in addition to 
its often more than 1 classical totally ordinary/rational/mathematical crC) at least 1 at least partially invisible/intangible/fictional, 
definable often metaphysical crC, which therefore is definable only by means and on top of a fictional modelII.8, the definition of which 
embodies Metaphysics to an extent as needed for enabling it to encapsulate1.d) ─ seemingly eliminating or "abstracting away" any Me-
taphysics[320], i.e. rendering meta(rational)4.c) the E-crC thus being defined. 'Low Metaphysics' is part of any ETCI[320] as clearly 
comprehensible ─ while high (i.e. ‘speculative’) Metaphysics and the more the Transcendence have no relation to mathematical KR. 
Historically, the patent community has never dealt with anything like this. 

  By contrast, initially Kant and later Analytic Philosophy and the related foundations of Mathematics, Physics, …, and finally of IT are used 
to struggling with pushing back the boundary of Rationality and Mathematics into Metaphysics by dramatic paradigm shifts ─ as it here the 
Supreme Court requires for reinterpreting the US SPL in favor of ETCIs, i.e. with its implied change-over from classical claiming to refined 
claiming (being again ‘outer shell based’ claiming, see JDE[314,332,334,340]). Without some familiarity with such historic paradigm shift struggles it 
is often impossible, even for excellent legal personal, to become aware of all the Metaphysics in classically claiming ETCIs (especially as to its 
evident disastrous feedback of the social consensus any NPS depends on). If therefore the US Congress should fall back into Metaphysics as 
to US SPL ─ as often asked for in the patent communityIII ─ the rest of the world will not, as with the US innovation-economiesIII. 

  These difficulties are transitional: They will rapidly be overcome by the overwhelming advantages of total robustness and automation ─ 
many more[9.b] than these 2 ─ in dealing with SPL precedents about ETCIs the ‘MBA framework way’, i.e. by refined claiming. 

  This applies also to the difficulties resulting from this refined claiming alias FSTP-Science/Technology due to its high volume of refined 
SPL knowledge and its high degree of notional intermeshing, complained about by opinion-leading US judges. This complaint about the high 
volume and its high intermeshing holds equally for Physics, Chemistry, Biology, … ─ i.e. these are indications that ‘Facts Screening/Transfor-
ming/Presentation’ is a very fertile science, based on the first subphysical exact technology[9.b]. The Memo CI,[356] will elaborate on this issue. 

    A crC definable only on top of such a model ─ pretending to absorb the Metaphysics that this crC represents – models a ‘natural 
phenomenon’ and/or an ‘abstract idea’ embodied by its ETCIII.8. I.o.w.: Any ETCI is always notionally defined on top of models[320] 
defining its such property ─ the first one not existing with a CTCI(’s specification) and the second one representing a CTCI’s under- or 
contradictory specification. I.e., all crCs of any CTCI represent only nonfictional properties definable exactly/precisely without a model. 
This has been hitherto unnoticed by the patent community, yet evident in all 6 MBA framework decisions.II.8 Natural phenomena exist 
in KSR (= its body of the fictional driver) and in Mayo and Myriad (= their medical phenomena), and an abstract idea in Biosig, Bilski 
and Alice (= if the alleged under-specification of the distance between its electrodes exists, its hedging, and its transaction settling). 

  .b.1  Justice Ginsberg[127] (BRIUSPTO untenability): “It cannot be sufficient that a court can ascribe some meaning to a patent’s claims ... 
post hoc”, and Constitution authorized “…to inventors the exclusive right to their  discoveries, ..“ (highlights added, by IES implementedb.3)) 

  .b.2  Justice Breyer[69] (as to the pre-Alice use of the Mayo/Bilski/Myriad framework in PE cases): “Different judges can have different 
interpretations. All you’re getting is mine, ok? I think it’s easy to say that Archimedes can’t just go to a boat builder and say, apply my 
idea [being the natural phenomenon of a boats’ water displacement]. All right. Everybody agrees with that. But now we try to take that 
word “apply” and give content to it. And what I suspect, in my opinion, Mayo did and Bilski and the other cases, is to sketch an outer 
shell of the content, hoping that the experts, you and the other lawyers and the CAFC, could fill in a little better than we had done the 
content of that shell…“ (highlight added, FSTP[2] refines this outer shell’s content3.a), the IES implements this outer shell and its refined content[261]) 

  .b.3  Chief Justice Roberts[279] (as to the coexistence of the BRIUSPTO and the BRICAFC of the Phillips case3.a)): “…it's a very extraordinary 
animal in legal culture to have two different proceedings addressing the same question that lead to different results. …. I'm sorry. It just 
seems to me that's a bizarre way to decide a legal question.” (if the IES’es questions are correctly answered, it excludes using the BRIUSPTO,[261]) 
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II.4:    An ETCI’s COM(ETCI) is its KR3.a) on its O-/A-/E-levels of notional resolution.  

The MBA framework’s notions cognitively require2.b.2) their KRs on these 3 levels of abstraction, i.e. re-
solutionb). Otherwise they are too coarse for reasoning about ETCIs as rationallyII.9 as required2.b).  
Prior to starting this reasoning, this refinement of its inCs is often inevitable. Ideally this refinement is per-
formed before this start, but practically it will be performed iteratively overlapping with this reasoning over 
the ETCI. These refining steps take place on 3 levels of notional resolution: On the ETCI’s notionally 
“original, O-level” making one aware of the information in the ETCI’s original representation. Thus the 
ETCI's specification of its patent (application) enables vaguely identifying N O-inCs making up the ETCI, 
being the coarsest as vastly metaphysical level of notional resolution. On a lower “aggregated, A-level” 
of notional resolution of this information about this ETCI, refined such that it already enables a precise yet 
still aggregated/compound description of this metarational information by mathematical A-level predicates 
─ representing one-on-one the preceding N O-inCs. Finally: On a lowest “elementary, E-level” of further 
refined notional resolution of the ETCI’s preceding A-level information, whereby this refinement moreover 
enables disaggregating the compound A-inCs (i.e. their compound A-level predicates) into equivalent 
conjunctions of their rational elementary E-inCs (mathematical E-level predicates)[320].  

After this declarative description of how to structure all the SPL KR about an ETCI ─ eventually embo-
died by all O-/A-/E-level inCs modeling this ETCI[271] ─ the next 3 bullet points outline how its procedur-
al/executable KR is gained, as ex- or implicitly required by all the Supreme Court’s MBA decisions[354/II]:    
● 1. step: Create ETCI’s N “ETCI-elements, Xn”4.b) ─ this invention’s supporting pillar(s) are indicated by keywords in the 

ETCI’s specification, are the same on all 3 levels, and accordingly separate ETCI’s “O-level concerns”[354,FIG1] from each 
other ─ and their N O-level inCs. This is trivial, once ETCI’s specification exists. Prior to that this potentially manifold 
creative process is highly metaphysical. Input these N O-inCs ─ together with their Xn’s being the ETCI’s “outer shell”, 
by the Supreme Court identified since longtime[314,331,332] ─  into the IES[9.b,283,350,332,320]; 

● 2. step: Refine these vague N O-inCsII.4 to mathematical predicates A-inC(s) describing them precisely. Input them; 
● 3. step: Refine any of the N A-inC to a conjunction of its E-crC(s)c). Any E-crC models an ‘atomic’, i.e. ‘non-disaggregat-

able’ alias ‘unrefinable’, notione) disclosed by ETCI’s specification. COM(ETCI)’s O-/A-/E-inCs is/are definable in the 
“Innovation Description Language, IDL”,  a syntactically & semantically very restricted natural English language, as a 
‘conjunction’ of so described E-crCs (and potential E-ncrCs). Input them into the IES[9.b,283,320,350]. 

                                                            
3 .a  This exactness/preciseness/completeness assertionb) by the inventor of his/her ETCI description/KR – by the Supreme Court’s Biosig deci-

sion2.b.1,2.b.3)) required – is often  impossible if its properties are modeled instead by its crCs only by its limitationsII.3, i.e. if only its necessary but 
not its sufficient properties are used for describing the ETCI. Its vastly metaphysical O-level crCs evidently represent the ETCI’s outer shell 2.b.2, 
hence being also vastly metaphysical. “pposc” stands for the ‘person of pertinent ordinary skill and creativity’ stating these qualities. 

  .b “Exact”a) stresses this KR’s seamlessly matching all MBA framework notions (indispensable for ETCIs’ total robustness) and “precise”/ 
”complete” this KR’s factually not staying within the metaphysical pre-MBA/SPL semantics, but its being rational/mathematicald). 

    The argument that none of the Supreme Court decisions explicitly requires this degree of scrutiny as required here is obsolete: 
The MBA framework strives for otherwise unachievable consistency, predictability, and robustness in SPL precedents about ETCIs2.b). 

  .c  as they enable determining an ETCI’s definiteness, PE, and patentability ─ for mathematical E-crCs even automatically by the IES[350].  
  .d  ─ in addition to modeling/disaggregating/checking an ETCI by them ─ 
  .e  The ‘nonrefinable axiom’ of independent thoughts is defined as the Plato/Kant-like cognition about rational human perception, 

namely that ‘1 of its independent thoughts rationally represents exactly 1 E-crC’[6-8,64,142]. Thus, A-crCs often do not meet this 
notional “atomicity” requirement to represent only 1 independent thought, yet are rationally definable by conjunctions of their E-crCs.  

  This atomicity requirement holds also for any exceptional E-crC, as its indispensable model defines axiomatically, what its 
atomic meaning is, here always supposed to be an independent meaning representable by an independent thought[320]. By contrast, 
what the meaning is of the independent thought of an ordinary E-crC should always be trivial for human perception.  

  The notion of an independent thought was created by the German BGH’s Gegenstandstraeger decision (1996) in a CTCI non-
obviousness case (after several quite similarly justified nonobviousness BGH decisions, which all then went unnoticed by the German 
patent community[6,7,9,237]). The BGH never became aware of the enormous notional potential of this cognition. 

  Accordingly, any E-crC modeled notion is ‘atomic’=‘unrefinable’. This does not imply that the elements of the TS4.a) modeling 
an E-crC must be finite on all levels of notional resolution: This TS may consist of finitely many e.g. intervals of real numbers (being 
infinite sets). If the ETCI’s specification doesn’t disclose for the pposc “enough” such ‘only 1 independent thought representing’ E-crCs 
─ it is unknown whether such ETCIs exist at all ─ this ETCI is called “pathologic” and is ignored here [5-7]. The peer E-leCs are finite. 

  .f   automatically translatable into an SPL based “Legal Argument Chain, LAC”[152,268] for human perception in various multimedia KRs.  
  .g This implies, for any E-inC, separating its SPL aspects from its factual aspects. Today examiners in their Office Actions very often 

insolubly merge these two logically independent aspects, thus seriously aggravating their communications with the rest of the world.   
  Due to this dual character of inCs, they are often seen as "mongrels" ─ as seen by the Supreme Court’s Markmann decision, in 

which it denoted an ETCI’s claim interpretation as “mongrel practice” as being of exactly this dual character. No E-leC needs to be 
disclosed, as all finitely many are a priori known to the IES by 35 USC/SPL (incl. all precedential decisions). 

  A-leCrs are finite conjunctions of E-leCrs enabling rationally reasoning about any ETCI by finitely many LACsf), being of the 
same structure for all ETCIs. This is another key cognition by FSTP-Technology about totally robust patents[354]. 

  Note that an ETCI-element’s A-/E-leCs do not model all its legal properties: They model only those of the isolated A-/E-crCs ─ 
while the ETCI’s complex as intermeshed legal properties are checked by the FSTP- or EDA-Test’s sub-tests, also vastly separated 
from each other. This perfectly clean-cut structure enormously simplifies testing an ETCI for any SPL property whatsoever.    

  .h  While ordinary inCs are constant over time (i.e. are deterministic) and fully rational, exceptional inCs are assumed to be metarationally in-
deterministic and hence to be potentially expanded over time (natural phenomena) or additionally a priori (abstract ideas)4.d),II.8. Hence, any 
natural phenomenon is a special abstract idea, and both may be mathematically modeled as shown in[9.b)]. 
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II.5:  An ETCI’s claim interpretation is defined by its COM(ETCI)s. 
The COM(ETCI)II.2) is the data structure of an ETCI’s A-/E-(n)crCs that the PEDA-Test shows in[354/FIG2/test1].  

NOTE: If an ETCI’s claim interpretation by the pposc leaves it with two different (for the rest definite) mea-
nings, the Biosig decision2.b.1) implies the requirement that if both (then different) COM(ETCI)s logically 
●exclude each other, the ETCI’s inventor must determine which of them represents his/her invention, 
●otherwise both jointlyII.10 represent his/her invention ─ rendering the ETCI definite in both cases. 

II.6:    An ETCI’s inventive/creative concepts are notional simplifications of "AIT-concepts".  
The latter notion has been used since the late 60s for general purpose recursively aggregating compound 
concepts from simpler ones. Yet both kinds of concepts serve the same basic purpose, though of opposite 
“polarities”. Namely: Exactly/Precisely/Completely describing how new compound concepts are to be ag-
gregated by conjunctions from more elementary ones given, resp. how given compound concepts are to 
be disaggregated into conjunctions of known or new atomic ones. An ETCI’s KR by its O-/A-/E-inCs of a 
COM(ETCI) facilitate MBA framework-based (semi-)automatic decision making about this ETCI, as the 
atomic E-inCs are totally mathematizable4.a) ─ while AIT-concepts may aggregate higher level concepts 
starting with non-mathematizable ones, thus often too complex for this purpose (hence skipped here).  

II.7:     Any E-inC.ik is a pair “<’E-legal-concept, E-leC.ik’, ‘E-creative-concept, E-crC.ik’>”3.g).  
O-/A-inCs have the same paired structure as E-inCs ─ which is skipped here for simplicity. Thus: 
● Any E-leC is ‘ETCI nonspecific’, a priori defined on top of what is the single ‘SPL-model’[320] for all ETCIs, here 

provided by the IES and, when prompted by the IES, by an icon (potentially of multiple choice) selected by the 
IES user. It is, for 1≤o≤10, the stereotypical legal justification of FSTP-testo[354/FIG2],3.f).  

 Any E-crC is ‘ETCI specific’ and to be defined by the IES user’s input, on top of this E-crC’s “E-crC-model”, by 
inputting this E-crC’s finite “truth set, E-crTS”[320] – by the ETCI’s specification potentially disclosed for the 
pposc, being the same for a COM(ETCI) in[354/FIG2]  for all 10 FSTP-testo’s. 

II.8:    An ETCI’s inventive concept is on the A-/E-levels of one of 3 (meta)rationalc) kinds.  
These 3 kinds are defined resp. necessarily implied by the Supreme Court’s MBA decisions: ●’ordinary’ 
inCs for modeling the CT subject matter an ETCI comprises, ●’exceptional’ inCs3.h)/5.b) for modeling the  
ET subject matter also comprised by ETCI, making it nonPE because of its then totally unpredictable 
scopeII.9 expansiond), unless it has a specific structureII.9, and ●this ETCI’s ’AliceinC(s)’ II.10, being a set of 
its application’sII.9 ordinary E-crCs warranting the encapsulation of an embodied nPE TT0II.1,II.9,[354].  
                                                            
4 .a  All preceding titles’ SPL notions are metaphysical, i.e. of pre-MBA/classical quality of thinking, of some of which their refinement to 

post-MBA/refined/rational/mathematical such qualities has been indicated ─ but for other important SPL notionsII.10 hitherto no ratio-
nalization or mathematization has ever been provided, i.e. of their post-MBA/refined and partially or fully mathematical such quality5.b).  

Hence, a remark about the mathematization of an inC is in place. An AliceinCII.8 is a nonempty set of ordinary inCs. An ordinary 
or exceptional inventive conceptII.8 C is notionally & mathematically a mapping M(TS(C)) of a “Truth set, TS(C)” of a superset “domain, 
D(C)” of TS(C) onto the set {T,F}. I.e., here only binary concepts are used and M is called “predicate”, defined on D(C), and mapping 
M(TS(C))=>{T}  M(D(C)\TS(C))=>{F}; the components of <C,TS(C),M(TS(C))> mirror each other. Semantically, an inC models a pro-
perty of an ETCI-elementb), whereby here only E-level concepts are explained, as A-/O-level concepts are their conjunctions3.e),II.4. 

.b For an ETCI (having N ETCI-elements X0n, 1≤n≤N) an E-inC’s E-crCII.7 models by its D(E-crC) a “new” atomic property3.e),II.4 of an 'ETCI-
element, X0n’, nϵ[1,N], whereby the elements of D(E-crC) represent these properties of X0n ─ one of them often being (but not 
recognized as such property) that finding this X0n is an increment of the total inventivity of the ETCI, i.e. an E-crC. Its E-leC(s) model(s) by 
its/their TS(E-leC)(s)II.7 the “arguable sub tests, ASTs” showing that this E-leC’s sibling E-crC is disclosed by the ETCI’s specification. 

    These inC definitions for an ETCI are located in Metarationality, which is actually used by the Supreme Court’s MBA framework 
decisions ─ in general already much more concise than “analog” claiming, to use an ironic metaphor for classical claiming ─ while 
Rationality is achieved if their sets are defined, and Mathematics if these sets are well-defined, i.e. are axiomatized[9.b, 320]   

    From the of cognitional point of view, this metarational refinement of MBA framework-based claiming fully sufficed for inducing 
●rationally refining classic claiming and ●developing the FSTP-Technology and the IES[9.b]. I.e.: In this specific area of law, in “SPL of 
MBA framework flavor”, it is fortunately possible to increase the quality of reasoning to rationality ─ insofar being seemingly unique, 
presently ─ and to potentially even define all its notions fully mathematically and ETCIs totally robust. 

  The FSTP naming philosophy for inCs slightly differs from that in the Supreme Court’s Alice decision ─ caused by the need of 
higher systematization of naming, due to here dealing with 3 levels of notional resolution for describing an ETCI exactly/precisely/com-
pletely, while the Supreme Court reasons on the O-level2.b.3) exclusively ─ absolutely sufficient for being “direction pointing”. This 
refinement of naming is part of the invitation2.b.2), which evidently applies to all MBA framework decisions.     

  .c  the string ‘meta(rational)’ in a statement qualifies it as holding if it is ‘metarational’ as well as if it is ‘rational’, the latter meaning ‘ma-
thematizable’, thus not yet mathematical as defined by[354/2.h)], i.e. enabling this statement’s mathematical correctness proof. I.e.: If a 
statement is qualified meta(rational) this means, it is rationalizable (which means its metaphysical aspects may be totally eliminated). 

  .d  Especially the Supreme Court’s Mayo and Alice decisions require that a ul-pre1.e) TT0 is nPE (as potentially threatening the US NPS), 
while li-pre just as nr-pre ETCIs are left PE (as not embodying this the US NPS threatening potential). The Alice analysis meets the 
innovation-economies’ needs, as being the least PE restriction imposed on ET inventions1.e) ●on the one hand indispensable for ex-
cluding their such potential threatening, and ●on the other hand already enables drafting for an ETCI a totally robust patent (provided 
it meets all the other MBA requirements).  
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The preceding Subsections II.1-8 described the notion of an ETCI’s inCs as such and their use for ratio-
nalizing the creative&legal properties of its ETCI-elements4.b) (including its precise KR on its O-/A-/E-le-
vels of notional resolution) and outlined the 3 inC kinds of a COM(ETCI) ::= {E-crCk / 1≤k≤K[354/FIG2]/5.a)} 
needed to this end. Subsections II.9-10 now show: These E-crCs enable rationalizing also an ETCI’s 
●refined SPL test (which, as it is the inverse of the Alice transformationII.1, represents a totally robust 
patent for itb) iff the ETCI passes it) and its ●scope(ETCI) ─ hitherto being metarational only. 

II.9: An ETCI's COM(ETCI) enables rationalizing4.c) its refined SPL test alias totally robustness test. 
In[354] the metarational power of refined inCs-based claiming is shown, i.e. the ETCI’s inCsc) enabling the 
metarational refined Alice transformation ─ next also its being rational4.c), impossible if not inC-basedd). 

                                                            
5 .a  for brevity, the index “0” in the crCs, identifying TT0, is often omitted just as other indexes, without being noticed. How the A-crCn, 

1≤n≤N, are combined from the E-crCnk, 1≤k≤Kn, is described by the index n (also left out). This applies to the term ‘COM(ETCI)’, too. 
  .b as the refined SPL test is, for drafting the specification of an ETCI’s patent, its complete skeleton, which is delivered by the IES when 

prompting the inventor (or his/her proxy) for inputting its COM(ETCI), i.e. during & after the ETCI’s claim interpretation and then testing 
it[354/FIG2] ─ as structurally being the same ∀ETCI ─ of which the inventor is only supposed to fill the gaps for facts in “IDL English”[320].  

  .c The MBA framework decisions may use any COM(ETCI) of an ETCI[354/FIG2] ─ i.e., it suffices that only 1 of its COM(ETCI)s passes this 
PE test for determining that this ETCI is PE. Nevertheless, it is then testable as to its patentability by[354/FIG2/test8-10] only for this 
COM(ETCI). I.e., its PE just as its patentability may depend on the COM(ETCI) selected.  

  .d  as any ETCI is precisely describable only by its E-crCs1.f) ─ logically impossible, if the ETCI’s KR alias COM(ETCI) comprises a limitation. 
  .e  “<X,Y>” denotes a pair of items X and Y ─ “(set1\set2)set2” the set of set1 ”independent” of set2, colloquially “orthogonal” to itf). 
  .f Many patent experts have often considered this interplay between an ETCI’s COM(ETCI), its application ANoTT0, and its AliceEANoTT0-crCS 

to be a flaw in the Supreme Court’s Alice PE analysis ─ as allegedly obscurely tying an ETCI’s PE to its nonobviousness or alike.  
Yet there is no such flaw or obscurity with the Alice PE analysis. The Alice transformationII.1 solely draws several logically/systemati-

cally clean cut and necessarily filigree consequences for imposing the minimal restriction (on getting applications of all nPE TT0s transfor-
med into PE ETCIs, i.e.[300,301] the ETCIs being li-pre or nr-pre1.e)) on such all but unusual interplays occurring with ETCIs.  

The ETCI’s eventual patent holds only for an ANoTT0 and an  (E-crCSETCI\E-crCSTT0)E-crCSTT0 ─ still potentially being an infinite set  
ASNoTT0 ::= {∀application of TT0 : [RTS(E-crCSTT0)RTS( E-crCSETCI)] Λ [(E-crCSETCI\E-crCSTT0)E-crCSTT0≠Ф] :  
      as far as lawfully & enablingly disclosed by the ETCI’s specification and passing the refined Alice test’s restII.1}. 

The independence alias “significantly more”[300/2.b)] requirement (E-crCSETCI\E-crCSTT0)E-crCSTT0≠Фe) is decisive: Mayo&MyriadSupremeCourt 
did not meet it, DDR/MyriadCAFC did [160,163]. It also is not met in[362], rendering this PTAB decision untenable8.c)/[364].  

Any change of this interplay would render an ETCI either potentially threatening the US NPS or impose on it a non-minimal restric-
tion ─ the former iff the preceding definitions are relaxed (as currently practiced by the CAFC in Enfish/TLI/…, comprising at least 2 over-
simplified interpretations of the Alice analysis, ‘a pre-and a post-precondition error’, as shown in[354/p.5]), the latter iff they are tightened. 

  .g  Note here: At first glance it seems that this sentence’s statement “… by COM(ETCI) the inverse of the Alice transformationII.1 is even 
rational” also trivially follows from its preceding sentence. But this were a wrong assumption quite similar to the famous one in the 
foundation of today’s Mathematics, namely that it were trivial to precisely define what the meaning is of the notion “set” ─ for more 
than 2000 years metarationally assumed to be evident and since then being one of the intellectual pillars of Mathematics. But by the 
end of the 19th century it was discovered that this assumption is wrong (more kindly: metarational), and it then took the mathematical 
community until about 1930 before a rational ─ and then nontrivial ─ definition of this notion “set” eventually was provided.  

  Here it also turns out inf)+h) that the just quoted statement does not trivially follow from its preceding sentence. That the 
‘Supreme Court friendly part’ of the US patent community clearly appreciatesIII an even much less precise meaning of ‘metarational’ in 
dealing with ETCIs, e.g. as to their testing for being PE, is not surprising:  It did not notice the pitfall of tolerating Metaphysics: that 
achieving rational consistency in SPL precedents about ETCIs is thus ‘from the outset’ not achievable. I.e., the attempt to get along in 
such metarational kind of SPL precedents about ETCIs would inevitably lead to their unpredictability and hence preserve the patent 
community’s frustration ─ for the termination of which the Supreme Court provided its MBA framework2.b.1-3). Thus, this attempt is 
excluded by the MBA framework, iff it is rational ─ which is achievable (as proven here) iff it is notionally refined as shown byII.4.    

In more detail: For getting its MBA framework rational, inf) has already been shown that 2 potential flaws ─ potentially leading to 
a pre- and/or a post-precondition errorf) in interpreting the Alice analysis ─ are avoided by not relaxing the above definitions. Inh) will be 
shown next that and how also the remaining ‘logical hole’ (caused by a logical glitch) is avoided in this rationalizing process.  

  .h  The 2 deficiencies quoted inf) of metarationally interpreting the Supreme Court’s Alice analysis, i.e. in metarationally determining e.g. 
an ETCI’s being PE, wouldn’t have occurred, if the CAFC had not restricted itself in its decisions (quoted above) to Metarationality but 
completed its decisions to/by Rationality. The additional and even more subtle potential deficiency is due to the same reason, i.e. 
metarationally interpreting the Alice analysis, but of at least the same severity and is also excluded by Rationality.  

To become aware of this pitfall of Metarationality, it helps to understand that earlier FSTP papers[5,6,7,…] already qualified 
ordinary E-crCsII.8 as being of “patent law carrying semantics, plcs” and exceptional crCs2.a),II.8 as being of “patent monopoly 
granting pragmatics, pmgp”. By Mayo holds: While any plcs alias ordinary E-crC  COM(ETCI) increases by “1” the ETCI’s rational 
“semantic height over” (=“semantic distance from”) a “Reference Set, RS” of prior art (i.e. inventions or posc) lawfully and 
enablingly documented & disclosed ─ iff for simplicity assuming any such E-crC is comprised by only a single A-crC therein (w.l.o.g) 
─  any pmgp alias exceptional E-crC  COM(ETCI) does not increase the ETCI’s such height.     

This shows: This Metaphysicality problem is represented by a “logical glitch”, either due to specifically non-factualizing an 
indeed factual issue in the ETCI’s specification and/or, more generally, to assuming something about the ETCI (e.g. “as a whole”) but 
not rationally describing this by the specification ─ in both cases implying a decrease in the ETCI’s semantic height over RS, 
potentially rendering it obvious or the contrary. Excluding this logical glitch requires inserting the “KSR test” (of FSTP flavor), behind 
the PEDA-Test[354/FIG2/test9] & the ETCI’s AN-matrix based, the ‘Anticipation/NonA’ values of its elements Δi,n,k being rationally 
determined (if necessary by the models defining the E-crCs and their ‘=mod(δ(ETCI)’: COM(ETCI) is “E-crC(i,n,k)-wise A or N“, meaning:   
∀Δi,n,k ∷= if (E-crCink =mod(δ(ETCI))  E-crC0nk) “A”else”N”). I.e.: There is no metaphysical such property of the ETCI, but any such 
alleged property must eventually belong to one or several ETCI-elements ─ otherwise this property is rationally not existent. 

 Not eliminating this glitch ─ by not using the Supreme Court’s KSR test as done here ─ means here not eliminating eliminable 
Metaphysics4.c) as to the ETCI’s patentability by not refining COM(ETCI) and RS, but considering them solely on the O-level.  

    In the Supreme Court’s KSR decision, this logical glitch occurred explicitly and was metarationally eliminated on the O-level (as 
the patent holder didn’t leverage e.g. the driver’s size as an important fact) and in the ‘Alice inventive concept’ this potential logical 
glitch, on the O-level principally inevitably present, is not at all addressed. Hence under scrutiny, the CAFC’s PE decisions in 
DDR/Enfish/TLI/… had to consider this issue for eliminating any residual Metaphysics from their current error-prone metarational KRs 
─ as the Supreme Court eventually probably expects2.b.1-3) ─ as discussed in more detail by[320]. 
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For an nPE TT01.c), Alice defines an "ETCI" – in the IEG called "patent-eligible subject matter" – to beII.1  

                   "ETCI ::= ETCI(TT0) ::= ETCI(TT0, ANoTT0) ::= <ANoTT0, AliceEANoTT0-crCS>",5.e)         whereby  
 ANoTT0 ∷= an “application of the nature of TT0" ∷= RTS(E-crCSTT0)RTS( E-crCSETCI),5.f),II.10                and 
 AliceEANoTT0-crCS ::= an “inventive Alice concept of ETCI” : (E-crCSETCI\E-crCSTT0)E-crCSTT0,5.f)        with all 
acronyms and ““ known from[354]/II.3 and ex- or implicitly disclosed for the pposc3.a) by the ETCI's specification. 

It is next to trivial to verify that this “<…>”-term is just a refined KR of the Supreme Court’s Alice analysis. 
By looking at it from the point of view of its result, it metarationally performs an ETCI’s refined PE testII.1. It 
is nontrivial to prove that by COM(ETCI) the inverse of this Alice transformationII.1 is even rational. 
  Nevertheless, the proof of this rationality is here explained in its filigree details5.e-h), as it represents 
the all changing ‘quantum leap’ in SPL precedents about ETCIs presented by this Memo B.  

II.10:      An ETCI's COM(ETCI) enables the (meta)rational4.c) definition of an ETCI’s scope.  
The refinement of SPL precedents about ETCIs from the hitherto metaphysicality/metarationality to 
additionally rationality/mathematicality enables several practically extremely important advantages ─ first 
of all to ●drafting/testing totally robust ETCIsII.9,[354] mathematically proven to meet all SPL requirements,  
●leading provably correct infringement litigations of such ETCIsII.10, and ●automating much of such ETCI 
business[9.b] ─ by far overcompensating the cost caused by these innovations[9.b]. This holds especially as 
they proved their trustworthiness by identifying and clarifying, in the here preceding discussions, several 
hitherto unnoticed shortcomings of the current CAFC precedents about ETCIs ‘in the name of the MBA 
framework’ that otherwise might have created uncertainties about the latter’s reasonability as guideline to 
the solution provided here of the current confusion about the SPL precedents about ETCIs.      

ETCIs’ total reliance on rationality in refined claiming that the Supreme Court by its MBA framework 
required, also enables determining ETCIs’ concrete scope(ETCI)s absolutely precisely6.a) and automati-
callyb) ─ as the definition of such an ETCI’s scope is an automatically exhaustible mathematical 
formula, too. This (meta)rational4.c) scope(ETCI) is trivially derived from4.a) and defined by:   

‘DTS(ETCI) ≡ Domaintupleset of ETCI’       ∷= {∀ϵ∏1≤k≤KD(E-crC0k)},   D(E-crC0k) disclosed by ETCI’s specification, 
‘TTS(ETCI) ≡ Truthtupleset of ETCI’           ∷= {∀ϵ ∏1≤k≤KTS(E-crC0k)},                            TS(E-crC0k) D(E-crC0k)}, 
‘RTS(ETCI) ≡ Realizationtupleset  of ETCI’ ∷= {∀ϵ ∏1≤k≤KTSRES(E-crC0k)},                 TSRES(E-crC0k)TS(E-crC0k)}, 

"scope(ETCI)  ∷= {∀ϵ RTS(ETCI)}". 

This metarational definition of an ETCI’s scope is evidently much more precise than any hitherto known 
definition of it ─ all of them being totally metaphysical. For automatically determining an ETCI’s scope, it 
must be rationalized/mathematized, which by its mathematical restricted truth sets TSRES is trivial.    

For a potential infringement the same mathematical formulas apply: An ETCI’s scope(ETCI) is violated 
by another ETCI*, iff scope(ETCI)scope(ETCI*)≠Ф, i.e. there is 1 RT(ETCI) = RT(ETCI*).   

For ‘licensing ETCI’ the refined claiming by inCs opens hitherto unknown licensing opportunities: It is 
now possible to license not only the entire scope(ETCI) of an ETCI totally robust patent, but also only 
arbitrary subsets ─ which evidently significantly increases the economic appeal of the licensing business.  

                                                            
6.a  By the exact meaning defined here of the notion “scope(ETCI)”, the rational quality of reasoningII.9 completely removes the hitherto 

unavoidable metarational uncertainty about what an ETCI’s scope exactly is ─ which establishes the big problem in many ETCI 
violation cases. In more detail: Due to the enormous power of today’s computers any such dispute may be decided momentarily and 
automaticallyb), as the mathematical expressions right of the “∷=” may be derived instantly from the ETCI’s mathematical specification 
alias its COM(ETCI), as soon as the tester of the ETCI has answered the prompts of the IES for inputting the mathematical definitions 
of all E-crCs of the ETCI[320].  

As classical claiming is metarational, it doesn’t use in an ETCI’s specification only its inCs but also limitations, from which it can’t 
derive the precise/complete scope(ETCI). This holds in particular for IEG’s "patent-eligible subject matter" due to its "inC abstinence". 

  .b  For an ETCI, any mathematical definition of an E-crC0k on top of a model is a finite expression[320]. In terms of E-crC0k’s the sets 
‘Domain, D’, ‘Truthset, TS’, and ‘Restricted Truthset, TSRES’ are finite ─ RES denoting the set of by ETCI realizable K-tuples ─ and 
with them the Domain-K-tupleset, the Truth-K-tupleset and the Realization-K-tupleset.   
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II.11:      A brief aftermath about the current state of the Supreme Court’s “inventive concepts”.  
The entire patent community, including the CAFC and the USPTO’s IEG, initially had huge difficulties with 
inferring meaningful semantics/pragmatics/semiotics into the MBA framework’s key terms, first of all its 
notion of “inventive concept”. Yet recently, panels of the CAFC just as a number of experts from IT/Inter-
net[360] (see the IA paper inIII)/LifeCycle-/Biotechnique[361] economies showed unmistakably at conferences 
of the Reference List that they no longer have such problems but enjoy that the “MBA framework thinking” 
significantly increases the quality of their patents ─ unfortunately only a few panels & expertsIII. 

Thus, with almost all the members of this community their doubts about the MBA framework still pre-
vail7) ─ they are still subject to a shock about the Supreme Court’s actual paradigm shift in SPL prece-
dents in favor of ETCIs, of which they haven’t even recognized yet that its purpose is to grant more ro-
bust patent protection to ETCIs by refined claiming than possible with classical claiming. I.e., they simp-
ly can’t understand that the latter is simply incapable of providing this protection, as not noticing the no-
tional pitfalls embodied by ETCIs (absent from CTCIs). Eliminating this dilemma is this Memo’s objective. 

Tactically, thereby two short remarks about the preceding explanation of inCs are substantial: 

 In addition to inCs’ enabling to draft/test ETCIs totally robust, to define the scope of an ETCI 
absolutely precisely ─ thus greatly facilitating proving its infringement in an unassailable way6.a) ─ 
and to dependably automate much of the everyday SPL business (including a broad range of 
pertinent activities, from acquiring ‘refined claiming qualification’ until ‘licensing subtilization’II.10), the 
notion of inCs also vastly facilitates automating correct real-time analyzing & arguing about ETCIs.  

 As totally robust ETCIs are always application specific, it is crucial to draft these applications initially 
as broadly as only possible ─ which is also supported by the scalability of inCs by means of their 
TSes, i.e. by maximizing them in the resp. independent claims and then limiting them incrementally 
by their depending claims ─ and/or to bar undesired patent applications from being granted by 
disclosing them as the basis of related potential future own patent applications.  

Strategically it must be stated: In SPL precedents about ETCIs, its paradigm refinement for enabling its 
Rationalization and Mathematization is currently before starting. This scientifizing step ─ of an ETCI’s 
refined patent(application) or precedent about it or its infringement by an ETCI*, away from its current 
Metarationality (at best) into the Rationality explained here ─ puts this ETCI into the position of a ma-
thematical theorem: The latter rests on the axioms of its Mathematics and the theorem’s specific mathe-
matical preconditions, and these two enable mathematically proving its correctness.  

The analogon to a theorem is an allegedly totally robust patent(application) for an ETCI or its infringe-
ment by ETCI*, resting on the Supreme Court’s refined MBA framework2.b.2) and COM(ETCI and/or 
ETCI*) as its specific SPL preconditions, and these two enable mathematically proving its correctness/ 
violation ─ whereby all the Mathematics involved is representable as {LAC}3.f) in trivial English (IDL)II.4. 

As a consequence, in dealing with ETCI patents it will rapidly become a must 

 to hedge any long-term / high-risk R&D investment into an ETCI by a totally robust patent on it and 
 to immediately attack an ETCI* infringing it by showing that exists an RT(ETCI) = RT(ETCI*). 

Any alternative will become unprofessional. 

A final word as to the trustworthiness of this prognosis: It evidently depends on the trustworthiness of the 
Rationalization/Mathematizability of testing ETCIs for satisfying SPL, inII.9 proven by Mathematical KR. But 
anyone familiar with Mathematical KR[2] immediately recognizes that such testing is pure Mathematics ─ 
comprising its axioms being the ETCI’s facts after confirmation by an external expert before the district 
court, except in serious legal error for the CAFC being invariants due to the Supreme Court’s Teva 
decision[217,225]) ─ i.e. more trustworthy than any mathematically stated law of Physics. 
                                                            
7  ─ as very recently expressed in even really extreme wording by several (former) CAFC judges of a panel of a USPTO conference!!! 
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III. The Patent Community’s Relation to Totally Robust Patents & Refined Claiming they Enable 

This page very briefly summarizes statements of 3 parties, together being quite representative of the 
entire patent community. They show how far it has come in recognizing that the Supreme Court ─ by its 
refined interpretation of 35 USC §§ 112/101/102/103, as represented by its MBA framework ─ has 
provided a guideline for clarifying how to search for increasing the robustness of patents for ETCIs, i.e. 
eventually: whether for ETCIs totally robust patents based on refined claiming may exist. Such patents 
probably are indispensable for sustainably incentivizing engagements in & investments into the US 
innovation-economies, in particular into their long-term/high-cost R&D.  

These 3 parties and their publications mirror exactly what was stated here earlier, as shown next.  

 N. Solomom[358]: “The Disintegration of the American Patent System ─ Adverse Consequences 
of Court Decisions”. His paper, despite being full of real-life truths, also shows the disaster with the 
general feeling among the silent majority of the patent community about the indeed permanently 
increasing sophistication of primarily the SPL and its precedents. Here the USPTO ought to think 
about a way how to convey more understanding of the good reasons for this development, in particu-
lar as to ETCIs and the related inevitable refinement of SPL for protecting US society’s wealth.  

Otherwise these patent professionals’ potential will be lost for developing ETCIs’ businesses. 

 The IPO[359]: “Proposed Amendments to Patent Eligible Subject Matter under 35 U.S.C. § 101”. 
While this IPO paper implicitly addresses the same ETCIs/SPL issues as the author’s, it tries to 
resolve them by simplifications such that they become digestible for the IPO’s patent professionals. 
Thus the comments on it by[361] ─ discussing these simplifications ─ are much more useful for them 
than this author’s would be. As to the need of “refined claiming qualification” the just said holds here, 
too: the prerequisite for familiarization with drafting/testing totally robust patents, by approaching it 
via the USPTO’s EPQI/MRF philosophy and the IES, as soon possible[356].   

 The “IA”[360]: “Letter to President-elect Trump”. This IA paper addresses virtually all of the Internet-
related IPR economies’ needs and hence deals with the scope of the author’s paper on only 11 lines 
in its Patent Reform section. Nevertheless these few lines confirm the above said: This type of patent 
professionals no longer has problems with the MBA framework’s requirements as to drafting robust 
patents on ETCIs. Yet only as far as these resemble the System Design requirements, which they 
have known for a long time and which by now are met also by the CAFC decisions in 
DDR/Enfish/TLI/…. I.e., they currently still ignore the framework’s additional SPL specific require-
ments ─ hitherto unknown to them ─ for avoiding patenting unlimited preemptive ETCIs, which hence 
might put the entire US NPS into jeopardy, a risk coming with ETCIs and unknown from CTCIs8.a). 

The only two additional requirements to be met by these patent professionals ─ when drafting 
totally robust patents, i.e. for their refined claiming of their ETCIs ─ are those making the 
metarational Alice analysis rational4.c): ●Refining in these patents the classical O-level representa-
tion of an ETCI to its O-/A-/E-level KRII.4, and ●assessing that the latter has exactly the logical 
structure for being PE, as prescribed by the Supreme Court’s Alice analysisb).   

Thus, this IA paper confirms the above said, indicating: ThisII.11 patent community is the ETCI 
spearhead and will soon switch to MBA framework-based refined claiming, i.e. to drafting totally 
robust patents ─ at the latest, as soon as such drafting is vastly supported by the IESc). 

                                                            
8 .a  While such risks are evident with e.g. pharmaceutical ETCIs, they also may arise with Internet-based ETCIs, e.g. of AIT[2].   
  .b  For an ETCI’s meeting this crucial unlimited preemptivity avoidance requirement stated by the Supreme Court’s Alice decision, the 

notion of its “AliceE-crC”( i.e. its “inventive Alice concept”) being independent of its TT0 must be understood, as discussed in5.f).  
  .c  A seemingly potentially related precedential decision by the PTAB[362,363,364] has absolutely no impact on the statements of this Memo, 

as explained in a separate short comment on it ─ as by its content not really fitting into this Memo B ─ coming within the next days.   
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"The FSTP-Project’s Reference List 
FSTP = Facts Screening/Transforming/Presenting (Version of 07.03.2017*)) 

Most of the FSTP-Project papers below are written in preparation of the textbook [182] – i.e. are not intended to be fully self-explanatory independent of their predecessors. 
Many of the MEMOs quoted below will be elaborated on only for this textbook. 

 
[1] S. Schindler: “US Highest Courts’ Patent Precedents in Mayo/Myriad/CLS/Ultramercial/LBC: ‘Inventive Concepts’ Accepted, – ‘Abstract Ideas’ Next? Patenting Emerging Technologies'. Inventions Now without Intricacies”*). 
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